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Harkening from the roots of manufacturing in Rhode Island,  
STEAM ENGINE USA is working to activate economic and workforce 
development potential by putting steam into the next generation 
engine of manufacturing, design and product development.  

In today’s global innovation economy, the U.S. manufacturing sector 
faces rapid transition and rapid opportunity. While the last decade 
has seen tremendous shifts in the sector, trends show manufacturing 
will continue to drive innovation, exports and growth in productivity 
across the globe. In order to capture market share in these positive 
shifts, manufacturers need to equip themselves with the knowledge 
and tools to meet the changing demands. 

This effort has been piloted in Rhode Island—a state with historic roots in 
manufacturing and design. Using federal funds from the U.S. Department of 
Defense Office of Economic Adjustment, and the Rhode Island Commerce 
Corporation, we begin in the defense sector—an important and concentrated 
industry facing pressure to diversify in light of potential shifts in funding.

Rhode Island has the assets to maximize the relationship between 
manufacturing and design. STEAM ENGINE USA is setting the course.

Introducing 
STEAM ENGINE USA

Introducing STEAM ENGINE USA

STEAM ENGINE USA is a burgeoning national 

resource of tools, assets and systems geared 

towards stimulating innovation and feeding 

growth, diversification and acceleration in the 

manufacturing sector. A thriving manufacturing 

sector provides well-paying jobs essential to 

maintaining a strong middle-class and growing 

the RI and US Economies.

As the overall manufacturing sector continues 

to evolve, design is the key to staying ahead of 

the curve. And in the defense manufacturing 

sector, both competitive and budgetary 

pressures call for innovative strategies that 

design can bring forward. 
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STEAM ENGINE USA is creating opportunities for manufacturers and designers to 

• Spur Innovation

• Realize New Business Opportunities

• Diversify Products and Markets

• Grow Workforce Talent

The following pages give an in-depth report on the work of STEAM ENGINE USA to date. 

Extensive data collection and research frames the defense manufacturing sector as a whole and 

outlines opportunities, while key insights offer a snapshot of strengths, weaknesses, challenges 

and opportunities. Together, the STEAM ENGINE USA pilot leaves valuable tools and systems and 

a vibrant virtual network to build upon.

Rhode Island has a deep and vast history in the manufacturing world. 
From starting the American Industrial Revolution with the founding of 
Samuel Slater’s first textile mill in Pawtucket, RI in 1793, to the many 
industrial inventions thereafter, including the Corliss steam engine in 
Providence, RI in 1849 and establishing the U.S. Naval Torpedo Station 
in Newport in 1869 that spurred torpedo manufacturing, Rhode Island 
has been at the forefront of innovation for centuries.

Rhode Island  
A Foundation and Advantage

Introducing STEAM ENGINE USA

A related asset to manufacturing is design—again 

a historic talent base that has deep roots in Rhode 

Island and ties to manufacturing: In 1877, the 

Rhode Island School of Design was founded to 

cultivate a well-trained workforce for the state’s 

emerging manufacturing industries. 

Today, between 40-70% of the manufacturing 

cost for a product is determined by design. Rhode 

Island’s core assets offer the critical foundations 

and competitive advantage to develop a powerful 

initiative that will truly catalyze the next generation 

of manufacturing excellence. 

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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The Defense Sector

Manufacturing in Rhode Island has particular strengths in key 
industries, including within the defense sector. Surrounded by ocean, 
the state has a strategic advantage and the manufacturing sector has 
supported a continuous stream of defense product development 
over the years. Today, $1.7 billion per year in direct defense spending 
(manufacturing and RDT&E) is an economic pillar for the Rhode Island 
economy. Boat building, ship building, composites, metals and textiles 
continue to be active industries within the sector in Rhode Island.

Rhode Island’s Manufacturing and Design Assets by the Numbers

Today, Rhode Island continues to show great assets in the 
manufacturing and design sectors.  

Introducing STEAM ENGINE USA

1 Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International. Analysis by City Lab highlighted in “America’s Leading Design Cities”,  
  http://www.citylab.com/design/2014/07/americas-leading-design-cities/373146/ 
2 Americans for the Arts’ Creative Industries Report—Rhode Island, 2007-2012. 
3 RI DLT website for November 2015
4 Commerce RI website 2015 

While these manufacturers continue to 

serve important aspects of the U.S. defense 

industry, there remains a great opportunity in 

diversifying product lines and services to meet 

a dynamic market. Additionally, many defense-

related manufacturers and businesses have 

talent, equipment, space and know-how that 

can serve many other industry sectors.

Introducing STEAM ENGINE USA
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3rd
highest

In the nation, 

Providence has the

concentration of 

industrial designers 

per capita1

500
new businesses

Rhode Island design

sector added

between

2007 - 20122

42,000
manufacturers

Rhode Island has

a workforce of over

and is in top third for 

firms concentrated in 31 

manufacturing related sectors3

18,000
degrees

Rhode Island’s 11 colleges and 

universities awards close to

each year, with over 40% 

in the STEM fields 4
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STEAM ENGINE USA is being piloted in the Rhode Island defense sector to tap into 
the expansive opportunities for defense-related manufacturers in connection with 
a vast network of local assets, tools and systems. The project is creating a healthy 
ecosystem for innovation, diversification and growth, and working to position the 
industry to succeed in the new manufacturing environment. 

The Pilot 
STEAM ENGINE USA

The Pilot Basics

Leadership

Advisory Council

 powered by     

Babette Allina
Rhode Island School of Design

Tristan Barako
Brown University

Theresa Baus
Naval Undersea Warfare Center

Rick Brooks
Department of Labor and Training

Christian Cowan
POLARIS

Erin Donovan
RI Senate (Reed)

Matt Dunham
Clear Carbon

Ray Fogarty
Bryant University

Kathryn Flynn
University of Rhode Island

Kevin Hively
Ninigret Partners

Martin Keen
Focal Upright

Steve Kitchin
New England Institute of Technology

Wendy Mackie
Rhode Island Marine Trade Association

Molly Donohue Magee
SENEDIA

Stuart Malec
RI House (Langevin)

Bill McCourt
Rhode Island Manufacturers Association

Charles McLaughlin
Rhode Island College

Diane Mederos
RI House (Cicilline)

Rich O’Meara
Core Composites

John Riendeau
Commerce Rhode Island

Rele Abiade Ritter
RI Senate (Whitehouse)

Justin Sirotin
Octo Product Development

Manbir Sodhi
University of Rhode Island Engineering

Rich Talipsky
Software Engineers Associates Corp

Marcel Valois
Commerce Rhode Island

Mike Walker
Commerce Rhode Island
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Collaborators Team

13

The STEAM ENGINE USA pilot project was created and led by 
Commerce RI, with management support by Fourth Economy 
Consulting and a nationally recognized team in innovation, 
workforce development, and communications. 

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Project Time Period

Manufacturer Design Readiness Assessment Participants

Funds

September 2014 – November 2015

September

2014

November

2015
Grant from U.S. Department of 

Defense Office of Economic 

Adjustment 2014 ($1.575 million)  

and Commerce RI contribution 

($180,000) 

$1.755
Million

American Cord & Webbing Co, Inc.

American Ecotech, Inc.

Carlyle Johnson Machine Company
(fka Artic Tool and Engineering Company)

Clear Carbon and Components, Inc.

Custom Molded Products, Inc

Dartex Coatings, Inc.

Dewetron Inc.

Evans Capacitor Company

Guill Tool & Engineering, Inc. 

Hall Composites

Hexagon Metrology, Inc.

LBI Corporation

Mearthane Products Corporation

Mikel Incorporated

Pilgrim Screw Corporation

Propel, LLC

Rite-Solutions, Inc. 

T.E.A.M., Inc

Veteran Assembled Electronics, LLC

VR Industries, Inc.

Developing STEAM ENGINE USA

New manufacturing technologies, such as additive manufacturing, 
rapid prototype development, and 3D printing, has changed the face 
of today’s manufacturing. Additionally, a global shift in supply chain, 
import/export, and consumerism adds layers of complexity to a 
manufacturers’ business model. 

STEAM ENGINE USA is setting a proactive course to get ahead of these changes, ready 

manufacturers to meet evolving demands, and capture the growing opportunities that follow.

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Goals

The initiative set out to address these goals in Rhode Island:

The Key Levers 

STEAM ENGINE USA believes: A manufacturing renaissance is possible 
when we use all of our resources in the most effective combinations.

Piloting in Rhode Island means uncovering the possibilities where all of the state’s assets converge, 

and with this, building an infrastructure that will support industry-wide change. STEAM ENGINE USA 

set out to serve the defense sector and meet the initiative goals by enacting these key levers:

• Accelerate a Manufacturing Renaissance

• Stimulate company diversification and new product development

• Advance skills to meet next generation manufacturing growth

• Minimize up-front infrastructure costs of manufacturing

• Get ahead of the curve in key industry shifts (design and manufacturing/defense)

• Create a robust private-academic-public network to advance RI economic interests

• Attract interest and investment to the state

• Define a sustainable model for a design and manufacturing center that will serve all manufacturing sectors

• Develop a national center building on the Rhode Island design and manufacturing brand

• Develop a program that allows defense-manufacturing companies, both within the state and beyond, to 

accelerate market transformation through intensive use of industrial design, engineering and innovation.

• Gather valuable information and resources, and create linkages that will serve defense manufacturers and 

our communities in limiting the impact of defense-related spending cuts and identify new opportunities 

for market diversification.

Network Development 
Building an accessible network of people, talent, equipment, ideas and education opportunities

Design Readiness Assessment 
Developing a vehicle using design thinking to evaluate a manufacturers’ current state and reveal 

opportunities for growth and diversification

Innovation Pipeline 
Connecting to the world of intellectual property and building an innovation transfer program

Supply Chain and Workforce Development 
Investigating the dynamic manufacturing environment and creating the tools to advance skills

Industrial Design and Advanced Manufacturing Asset Sharing 
Cultivating a virtual marketplace to connect assets and set a course for building a Center for 

Manufacturing and Design Innovation

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Specifically, the funds granted by the Office of Economic 
Adjustment support these two goals of the pilot initiative:

Through this, the initiative will inform, strengthen, and support local adjustment and diversification initiatives. It will further stimulate better 
cooperation between regional, statewide, and local adjustment and diversification efforts in the wake of defense procurement reductions.
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Highlights

This report shows the results of activating these key levers and the 
development of STEAM ENGINE USA during this pilot phase in detail. 

Here are some key highlights:

Collected data to frame the defense manufacturing sector

Established a Network of assets

Opened a door to a national network of innovation potential

Created a new design thinking system that sets the stage for 
next generation manufacturing

The work of the STEAM ENGINE USA phase one pilot has:

The RI Manufacturing and RDT&E Industries1 have:

2

3

4

1

Analysis 

$1.7
billion per year 

direct defense 

spending

7%
annual output 

of total defense 

spending

48%
of firms have less than 100 employees; 

18% less than 10 employees; Nearly 
half of all firms have contracts worth 

less than $50,000 

1169
active defense contractors 

and subcontractors

based in or performing work in 
Rhode Island

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Note: RI’s total defense direct spending is $2.3 billion.
1 Source: USA Spending, RIMRC and Business Development Zone’s DOD Market Analytics Report Tool. Analysis by Fourth Economy.

There are seven primary sectors: 

2

3

4

1 Shipbuilding

Shipbuilding & Systems

Systems

Shipbuilding & Metals & Materials

5

6

7

Metals & Materials 

Textiles

Composites
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Analysis Network and Innovation

Top Defense Manufacturing Sector Job Families

High-growth, high-wage areas

Production 
Occupations 

Architecture  
and Engineering  

Occupations 

Office and 
Administrative  

Support  
Occupations 

Computer and 
Mathematical 
Occupations 

Management 
Occupations 

Business and  
Financial  

Operations  
Occupations 

Each share Knowledge, Skills and Abilities competencies with Industrial Design

Computer and  
Mathematical 
Occupations

Architecture  
and Engineering 
Occupations

Business  
and Financial 
Operations 
Occupations

Integrated using the TANGO platform, STEAM ENGINE USA built a 
virtual network of assets—equipment, educational opportunities, 
expert consultants, and intellectual properties potential.

1708
companies and 
organizations

178 246
professionals equipment and 

facilities profiles
pieces of 

equipment

326

15 118 50 12
facilities design related 

education programs
RI Assets in the 
iBridge Network

patents presented 
by NUWC

Access to the Network can be found at SteamEngineUSA.com

CRADA in place with NUWC 
and Commerce RI

Commercialization plans underway with 
universities and manufacturers

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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more on Analysis starting on page 25 more on Network and Innovation starting on page 43
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A system created by STEAM ENGINE USA that assess manufacturers 
through an extensive process with design thinking and strategic design 
applications, the Design Readiness Assessment (DRA) is perhaps the 
greatest success and tool of the phase one work.

The DRA gave considerable insight into the “state of innovation in 
manufacturers”: Solid revenue base, established brands and little debt 
among companies, though few digital systems and no clear strategies 
in place to keep pace in today’s changing manufacturing climate. 

Positive response from companies: 

“We were blown away by the level of resources on the DRA team and the 

knowledge that was shared.”

“The DRA provided us with very useful information. We covered a lot of areas 

helpful to our strategy, and the recommendations were on target.”

“We really gained a great deal from our participation in STEAM ENGINE USA 

and the process has helped us to refine our thinking about what we want to 

work on and how to best build the core business for the future.”

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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more on DRA starting on page 57

 assessed

20
manufacturers of in-depth,  

concentrated  
assessment 

4-6
weeks

of expert consulting  
time with each  

company

100
hours
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Supply Chain and Workforce

Gaining a Rhode Island  
Defense Industry Snapshot
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Analyzing the strength of Rhode Island’s defense manufacturing industry tells 
us how to understand and plan for prospects and challenges in the future. As 
part of the STEAM ENGINE USA phase one project, Fourth Economy Consulting 
team with project collaborators Thomas P. Miller and Associates, took a look at the 
industry from two critical lenses: Defense Spending along the Supply Chain and 
the Quantitative Workforce. This work gives us a snapshot and comprehensive 
view of the industry as a whole and begins to reveal pathways to consider in 
evolving the defense manufacturers’ business and workforce trajectories.

The Supply Chain Analysis identifies industries that support defense 
manufacturing in Rhode Island as well as Rhode Island’s Manufacturing 
and Research Development Test & Evaluation (RDT&E) industries. It 
focuses on prime contractors as well as subcontractors to get a full 
spectrum view of the ecosystem dependence and funding for the 
state. Through this, we can get a better understanding of the potential 
defense industry diversification needs.

Analyzing the Defense Manufacturing 
Supply Chain and Workforce
Gaining a Rhode Island Defense 
Industry Snapshot

The Supply Chain

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1

Analyzing the Defense Manufacturing Supply Chain and Workforce
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The numbers above reflect a snapshot of the total defense spending and related product output 

for Rhode Island’s Manufacturing and Research Development Test & Evaluation (RDT&E) industries 

from firms based both in Rhode Island and outside of the state. Work performed by out-of-state 

contractors may be more vulnerable to job reductions. 

Note: RI’s total defense direct spending is $2.3 billion.
1 Source: USA Spending, RIMRC and Business Development Zone’s DOD Market Analytics Report Tool. Analysis by Fourth Economy. 2 Source: USA Spending, RIMRC and Business Development Zone’s DOD Market Analytics Report Tool. Analysis by Fourth Economy

Of particular note, many of these firms are small: 48% of the firms in the defense supply chain 

have less than 100 employees and 18% have less than 10 employees. 471 Firms have annual 

defense contracts worth less than $50,000 per year and of these, 460 get less than 10% of 

annual revenue from defense contracts.

* Firms with 100% or more may be subcontracting work to other firms or have multi-year defense contracts 
 where the total value exceeds their average annual revenue.

The Numbers
Rhode Island’s Manufacturing and RDT&E Industries1

The Numbers
Annual Defense Awards2

$1.7
billion per year 

direct defense 

spending

7%
annual output 

of total defense 

spending

1169
active defense contractors 

and subcontractors

490 679
firms based in 

Rhode Island

firms not based in, 

but performing work  

in Rhode Islandbased in or performing work in 
Rhode Island

15 Firms  100% or more* = $38,480,289 

8 Firms  75%–99% = $90,598,170

4 Firms  50%–74% = $17,255,247

12 Firms  25%–49% = $1,020,345,031

33 Firms  10%–24% = $50,575,765

608 Firms  under 10% = $479,422,998

An analysis of all firms with known defense contracts and annual 
revenues shows that only a small number of firms are highly 
dependent on defense spending.

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Primary Defense Related Sectors in Rhode Island

Shipbuilding is the dominant sector for defense related activity. It should be noted, there is 

significant overlap of industries that fall within the supply chains for “Shipbuilding” and “Systems” 

and “Metal & Materials” sectors.

NAICS Industries Industry 2014 Jobs 2014 Establishments
Annual Prime & 

Subcontract Spending

336611, 332312 Shipbuilding 2,997 12 $1,067,943,832

336611, 334418, 334419, 
334511, 335932, 541330 541712

Shipbuilding & Systems* 4,747 402 $560,471,820

511210, 541511, 541690 Systems 3,187 578 $22,263,212

332710, 332813, 332999, 
332312, 333911

Shipbuilding & 
Metals & Materials*

1,667 116 $20,545,697

332119, 332216, 332321, 332322 Metals & Materials 1,093 45 $25,832

313110, 313210, 313220, 
313240, 314910, 315990, 339910

Textiles 4,737 222 $7,212,112

325520, 325991, 325998 Composites 666 14 $42,746

Total 19,094 1,389 $1,678,505,251

3 Source: USA Spending, RIMRC and Business Development Zone’s DOD Market Analytics Report Tool.  Additional Subcontract estimates based on IMPLAN 
modeling by Fourth Economy. Contracting and subcontracting transactions were analyzed from 2011 through 2014, the last full year of data available.

Note: The figures above represent the unduplicated total defense spending (contract awards and estimated subcontracts) for the defense sectors in Rhode 
Island. The job numbers represent total industry employment for these industries, not just specific to defense spending. 

* Denotes overlapping industries in these sectors, capturing how defense-related companies and industries are part of the supply chain of more than one 
sector.

Jobs and Establishments Breakdown of Primary Defense Sectors3

While not all of the defense contractors active in Rhode Island are in these 
sectors, these seven sectors account for 98% of defense spending in the 
state. In total, there are 1,389 establishments in these industries that 
employ a total of more than 19,000 workers.

The defense supply chain is organized around seven primary sectors: 

Shipbuilding

Shipbuilding & Systems

Systems

Shipbuilding & Metals & Materials

Metals & Materials

Textiles

Composites

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
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Digging deeper into the sectors, we can cull the industries that are receiving 
the most defense spending dollars. Three industries in particular—Ship Building 
& Repair, Search, Detection, Navigation, et al, and Electronic Component 
Manufacturing—show total industry revenue of 75% or more derived from 
defense sector spending. This amount totals $1.4 billion or 86% of Rhode 
Island’s overall defense spending amount. 

NAICS
Industry  

Description
2014 Jobs  

(Industry Total)
2014 Firms  

(Total Industry)
 Annual Prime 
-T5 Spending  

Defense Share 
of Revenue

Sectors

336611 Ship Building & Repairing 2,949 9 $1,066,672,661 > 75% Shipbuilding

334511

Search, Detection, Navigation, 
Guidance, Aeronautical, 
and Nautical System and 

Instrument Manufacturing

1,117 7 $346,151,760 > 75% 
Shipbuilding &  

Systems

334419
Electronic Component 

Manufacturing
70 4 $21,913,575 > 75%

Shipbuilding &  
Systems

Source: USA Spending, RIMRC and Business Development Zone’s DOD Market Analytics Report Tool. Additional Subcontract estimates based on IMPLAN 
modeling by Fourth Economy. Contracting and subcontracting transactions were analyzed from 2011 through 2014, the last full year of data available.

Industries with Defense Spending Accounting for 75% or More of 
Industry Revenue, Sorted by Employment

Industries with bulk of Rhode Island’s defense spending dollars.

2

3

1 Ship Building & Repairing
NAICS: 336611

Search, Detection, Navigation, 
Guidance, Aeronautical, and Nautical 
System and Instrument Manufacturing
NAICS: 336611

Electronic Component Manufacturing
NAICS: 336611

These industries represent only:

of Rhode Island’s 

defense-related employment

22%
of Rhode Island’s 

defense-related establishments

1%&

Meanwhile

87%
of defense-related establishments 

are in industries where the defense 

sector provides less than ten 

percent of total industry revenue

73%
of the defense-related 

employment is in the industries 

that are not defense-dependent

13%
of Rhode Island’s defense spending 

dollars go to industries that are 

actually not defense-dependent.

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Top Job Families
Staffing patterns revealed the main defense job families based on percentage of jobs in the defense-

dependent sector across the industry grouping. Following are the top six job families that are most 

often required to staff companies within the Rhode Island defense-dependent industry clusters.

Using the top defense-dependent industries from the Supply Chain 
Analysis above, the Quantitative Workforce Analysis generated staffing 
patterns to identify the top occupations associated with the defense-
dependent industries and industry clusters. With this, we can analyze 
the future potential of the skills within these occupations and project 
challenges that the industries and workforce may soon face.

The Defense Workforce Office and 
Administrative 
Support Occupations 
SOC Code: 43-0000*

2,351 Jobs

12%

$17.46

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

Architecture 
and Engineering 
Occupations 
SOC Code: 17-0000*

2,540 Jobs

13%

$39.02

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

Production 
Occupations 
SOC Code: 51-0000*

6,783 Jobs

35%

$15.41

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

Computer and 
Mathematical 
Occupations 
SOC Code: 15-0000*

2,024 Jobs

10%

$36.82

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

Management 
Occupations 
SOC Code: 11-0000*

1,272 Jobs

7%

$49.39

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

Business and  
Financial Operations 
Occupations 
SOC Code: 13-0000*

1,174 Jobs

6%

$31.81

of top job families 
workforce

per hour

* Standard Occupational Classification Code

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Production 
Occupations 

Architecture  
and Engineering  

Occupations 

Office and 
Administrative  

Support  
Occupations 

Computer and 
Mathematical 
Occupations 

Management 
Occupations 

Business and  
Financial  

Operations  
Occupations 
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Growth, Decline, Change

Of these top job families, increases and decreases in the past five years and 
market trends help determine future projections.

Other growing job families include:

Of the remaining job families:

37

Architecture and  
Engineering Occupations

Business and Financial 
Operations Occupations

with an 8% change in last five years  

and projected 5% growth in next 

five years.

with a 9% increase in last five years  

and projected 2% growth in next  

five years.

Management  
Occupations
are the highest paying occupations, 

but the numbers are dwindling.

Office and Administration 
Support Occupations
pay below average wages and 

are declining.

Both of these job families pay above average wages. 

Textiles and Shipbuilding account for a significant portion of 
Production Occupation workers—at 84%. While projections showing 
employment decline in the Production Occupations job family overall, 
this has a different impact on these two industries.

As defense spending accounts for less than 10% 

of industry revenues for the Textile cluster, further 

declines in these production workers in the Textile 

cluster should have limited impact on defense 

production. Though, as defense budgets for 

Shipbuilding are expected to remain stable,  

declines in skilled production workers could have  

a negative impact on future defense shipbuilding 

in Rhode Island.

4 The projected decline is based on data through  
 2014 and does not reflect changes in conditions  
 since 2014.

Production 
Occupations 

had an 8% decrease in employment 

over the last five years and are projected 

to continue to decline 19% over the next 

five years.4

Computer and  
Mathematical Occupations

were the fastest growing job family 

within the defense-dependent industry 

clusters over the past five years, showing 

the most jobs increased overall as well as 

rate of growth—at 22%. This job family 

is expected to continue to increase 15% 

over the next five years.
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6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0
Production

Occupations
Architecture

and Engineering
Occupations

O�ce and
Administrative

Support
Occupations

Computer and
Mathematical
Occupations

Management
Occupations

Business and
Financial

Operations
Occupations

7,000
Shipbuilding

Shipbuilding & Systems

Shipbuilding & Metals & Materials
Textiles
Systems
Metals & Materials
Composites
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Connection Between Top Job Families and Industry Subgroups 
within Defense-Dependent Sectors

Employment within the Shipbuilding & 

Systems cluster and the Systems cluster are 

each concentrated within one of the top job 

families: Shipbuilding & Systems accounts for 

approximately 78% of the Architecture and 

Engineering Occupations employment, while 

the Systems cluster accounts for about 76% of 

the Computer and Mathematical Occupations. 

The remaining clusters draw workers from a 

more diverse group of job families.

The following figure shows the relationship between the top job families 
for defense-dependent industries and employment in the defense-
dependent industry clusters. Together, these six job families account for 
nearly 83% of the total employment in the defense-dependent industry 
clusters. Nearly half of all workers in these job families are employed in 
either the Shipbuilding & Systems cluster or the Textiles cluster (with a 
25% share and a 24% share of total employment, respectively).

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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Education and Training

About half of jobs within the top defense-dependent job families require at least some 
postsecondary education but no training requirement, while the other half of the jobs 
require only a high school diploma but do require on-the-job training. The jobs that 
have relatively high-education and low-training requirements tend to be high-growth 
and high-wage jobs (Computer and Mathematical Occupations, Architecture and 
Engineering Occupations, and Business and Financial Operations), while those with 
low-education but high-training requirements have lower wages and are in decline.

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities  
Signs to Innovation

The top three occupations in the Architecture and Engineering Occupations job 
family include Mechanical Engineers, Civil Engineers, and Electronic Engineers (except 
Computer). All three require multiple key Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs) similar 
to those required for Industrial Design—including design and critical thinking. 
The top Computer and Mathematical Occupations—Software Developers (Systems 
Software)—also require multiple key competencies related to Industrial Design. This 
indicates workers in these occupations may play a key role in spurring innovation in 
Rhode Island.

Top 10 Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs) 
Required for Industrial Design5 

Foundational KSAs Industry-Related KSAs

Oral Comprehension Design

Critical Thinking Engineering and Technology

Originality Production and Processing

Active Listening Mechanical

Near Vision

Computers and Electronics

The overlap between the industry clusters (i.e. 

Shipbuilding & Systems and Shipbuilding & 

Metals & Materials) may reflect the increasing 

synergy or convergence within these clusters 

as the design of ships and systems becomes 

more integrated. The defense-dependent 

occupations with the most growth are also the 

occupations that are critical for this integration: 

the industries that support both Shipbuilding 

& Systems employ a significant number of 

Architects and Engineers, while the industries in 

the Systems cluster employ a significant share of 

the Computer and Math Occupations. Because 

these high-growth occupations are related to 

the integration of design and manufacturing, 

transitioning workers from occupations in these 

top defense-dependent job families to careers 

in industrial design might allow Rhode Island 

to weather any anticipated defense-spending 

cuts while providing promising career pathways 

for some of the contracting and/or low-wage 

defense-dependent jobs.

5 Top 10 KSA are ranked by importance to the occupation Commercial and Industrial  
 Designers (EMSI Analyst 2015 and ONET).
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STEAM ENGINE USA’s approach to supporting and growing the Rhode Island 
defense manufacturing sector with innovation and diversification strategies is to 
access the statewide and regional assets that are critical to idea generation, product 
testing, skills advancement, and new equipment investment. Tapping the talent and 
capabilities that exist now throughout the state will create more connected potential 
to sustain and grow the businesses in this sector. 

The STEAM ENGINE USA Network is a virtual marketplace that connects assets. 
From available equipment owned by manufacturers with excess capacity to higher 
education institutions; curriculum and skills training to intellectual property assets; 
industrial designers to investors and consultants–the STEAM ENGINE USA Network 
gathers the people, opportunities, and resources to tap the maximum potential for 
growth and change within the sector. 

 
This virtual network lives at SteamEngineUSA.com

The virtual STEAM ENGINE USA Network is connected to the TANGO 
platform. TANGO is a centralized, shared database of Rhode Island 
assets for companies, organizations, and individuals to connect, 
access, and contribute. 

ManufacturingRI.com and DESIGNxRI.com are 

also connected to TANGO, enabling the STEAM 

ENGINE USA Network to include a robust directory 

of manufacturers and designers. In addition, the 

STEAM ENGINE USA Network also includes an 

equipment and facilities directory and a directory 

of available design and manufacturing related 

classes and training. Further, it connects out to the 

iBridge Network, where intellectual property can be 

licensed, purchased, or offered. The volume of data, 

coupled with the capabilities of the TANGO platform, 

create a compelling new tool at the disposal of 

manufacturers, designers, academic institutions, 

and all who choose to join the STEAM ENGINE USA 

Network.

The STEAM ENGINE USA Network 
Asset Sharing to Innovate and Succeed

The TANGO Platform 
Connecting Talent, Capabilities, and 
Educational Opportunities
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Manufacturing and defense manufacturing are largely driven by equipment and 
facility capabilities. To explore new business and market potential, access to these 
assets is critical. In recent years, equipment in the manufacturing realm has also 
changed significantly. With the introduction of rapid prototyping and advanced 
computerized machines, investment in adding new equipment needs thoughtful 
consideration for small and mid-sized manufacturers. Access to underutilized 
equipment in other facilities helps test the use of new equipment and maximizes 
the making potential of the equipment and facilities themselves. 

Equipment and Facilities
Tapping the Hard Assets

With this understanding, STEAM ENGINE USA worked to build a directory of 
shared advanced manufacturing assets. This process simultaneously established a 
statewide equipment and facility inventory that allows Rhode Island stakeholders 
to assess gaps in equipment usage and guide strategic investment. 

“The STEAM ENGINE USA shared asset directory connects defense related 

manufacturers and designers with hard assets needed to engage in the 

process—rapid prototyping, product testing, and light manufacturing—

required to bring new products to market.”

 
As shared design and manufacturing spaces afford 

greater access to diverse equipment and ideas, 

and can diminish defense manufacturers’ barriers 

to innovation, the STEAM ENGINE USA directory 

also includes shared design and manufacturing 

experimentation spaces (maker spaces and 

fabrication labs). Finally, the directory catalogues 

equipment and facilities that owners will make 

available to manufacturers and designers for a 

usage fee.
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The Findings

The process of developing this directory and assessing the field helps us see the 
gaps in available equipment and facilities as well as the opportunities to invest. 

Following are some findings:

Advanced manufacturing equipment is spread throughout the state, 
but a critical mass of equipment is not located in any one location. 

Providence County

Has a mix of CNC machinery and 

additive manufacturing/3D printers  

due to the location of AS220, Rhode 

Island College (RIC), and the Rhode 

Island School of Design (RISD). 

Kent County

Has a high concentration of 

CNC machinery and additive 

manufacturing/3D printers due to the 

locations of the New England Institute 

of Technology (NEIT), the Community 

College of Rhode Island (CCRI), and 

R&D Technologies. 

CNC Machinery  
Additive Manufacturing/ 

3D Printers

Testing and Inspection 
Equipment

CNC Machinery 
and Additive 

Manufacturing/ 
3D Printers

Newport and Washington counties

Have a high concentration of 

testing and inspection equipment   

due to the location of The Naval 

Undersea War Center (NUWC) and 

the University of Rhode Island (URI). 

The Directory

Below is a snapshot of the directory as of November 2015. As part of the STEAM ENGINE 
USA virtual network, it is ever-evolving. Equipment and facilities are being added regularly 
and the list grows and changes in real time. For updates, visit SteamEngineUSA.com. 

All higher education institutions in Rhode Island, The Naval Undersea War Center (NUWC), the Connecticut Center for 

Advanced Technology (CCAT), and local maker spaces were contacted to build the directory. The Naval Undersea War 

Center (NUWC) has completed the most profiles thus far which, in part, accounts for the large amount of testing and 

inspection equipment.

1708
companies and 
organizations

178 246
professionals equipment and 

facilities profiles
pieces of 

equipment

326 15 118
facilities design related 

education 
programs

Sampling of Equipment

173

22

35

32

69

19

Additive Manufacturing/3D Printers

CNC Machines

Manual Machines

Pieces of Testing & Inspection Equipment

Welding Tools

Pieces of Non-Traditional Machinery
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The Need for an Innovation Center

With equipment and facility assets spread throughout the state, a need for staying 
on pace with new advanced equipment, and challenges around predictability 
for costs and availability, these findings point to a strong need for a centralized 
location where ideas and hard assets can be shared. 

Further, a facility where defense related 

manufacturers and designers can come together 

to experiment and innovate, does not currently 

exist in Rhode Island. The 14 facilities that 

have been profiled indicate availability of light 

manufacturing facilities and the state’s capacity for 

and drive to experiment. Yet, they do not have the 

social element of a shared workshop where cross-

pollination between companies and industries can 

occur and innovations are consistently inspired. 

A total of nine maker spaces have been identified 

throughout the state, which offer a range of 

services, curriculum, and equipment but they are 

targeted toward hobbyists and artists, not defense 

related manufacturers. An Innovation Center for 

Design and Manufacturing would complement 

the growing array of advanced manufacturing 

equipment, facilities, and maker spaces 

throughout the state.

High-quality and unique testing equipment 
and facilities are located in Rhode Island. 

NUWC offers custom design military grade underwater 

testing equipment and facilities. Having this highly 

specialized equipment available to the private sector 

could be a boon to Rhode Island; however, at the same 

time this type of equipment and facilities has a relatively 

narrow audience. The research institutions in Rhode 

Island have an array of testing and inspection equipment 

with limited commercial application.

Additive manufacturing/3D printing 
technology is evolving quickly, and Rhode 
Island has not been keeping pace.  

Colleges and universities in Rhode Island have been making 

investments in 3D printers for some time and the equipment, 

while advanced, is no longer cutting edge. Advanced 

manufacturers in Rhode Island have expressed interest in, 

and sought out access to, additive manufacturing equipment 

that builds quality structural pieces with materials such as 

steel powder. Most of the equipment owned by academic 

institutions print with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) 

material. About half of the additive manufacturing/3D 

printing machines in the STEAM ENGINE USA directory are 

owned by a privately held prototyping shop in Rhode Island. 

This equipment is not available for a hands-on experience, a 

need previously expressed by Rhode Island manufacturers.

Rhode Island institutions of higher 
education have significant advanced 
manufacturing equipment but making 
the equipment available to defense related 
manufacturers and designers has been 
challenging. 

Despite their understanding of the value of directory 

participation, colleges and universities encounter a 

number of reoccurring barriers while getting profiles 

completed. These barriers include a lack of infrastructure 

to handle policies and costs to facilitate external use 

of equipment, a lack of documentation on software 

updates and equipment capabilities, and a concern that 

equipment users’ projects align with the owners’ mission 

and values.

In the end, only one academic institution listed pricing for 

six pieces of equipment and two academic institutions 

have listed times of availability for seven pieces of 

equipment. An academic institution’s first priority is to 

its students, faculty, and staff. For this reason, times 

when equipment is available may be indeterminable. 

Establishing usage fees has also been difficult. Moving 

at the speed of business requires critical information be 

immediately available when needed. As the policies and 

procedures within these institutions change, the profiles 

for their owned equipment should be updated as well.
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Finding and Filling Gaps

Again, while surveying the current landscape of available skills training 
opportunities in the area, STEAM ENGINE USA determined the gaps.  
Researchers used the following definition for Industrial Design Thinking,  
as defined by the STEAM ENGINE USA initiative:

“The creative and iterative process of identifying company-wide and 

specific product related problems and opportunities, analyzing possible 

solutions with the manufacturing process in mind, and developing answers 

which address all aspects of a product’s usefulness to the end user.”

Gaps were identified in the availability of industrial design 

certificate programs and Associate’s Degree programs in 

Rhode Island. Some higher education institutions offer 

longer-term options. However, these options limit the 

number of participants that can participate due to the 

timing of classes and flexibility of location. This impedes 

the ability of manufacturers to take advantage of the 

design process. 

With this, STEAM ENGINE USA released a RFP for 

curriculum development to fill these gaps, calling for 

Curriculum Developers and Training Providers to develop 

introductory training sessions and a framework to establish 

more extensive industrial design training opportunities to 

be used by manufacturing staff at all levels. 

The result is Industrial Design Thinking curriculum 

and training courses; accreditations and standards of 

completion that the courses can lead to; and training and 

delivery approaches complementary and responsive to 

the needs of defense manufacturers within Rhode Island, 

regionally and nationally.

The understanding of design thinking and strategic design, and even 
the modern tools of manufacturing, such as additive processes and 3D 
printing, varies widely. As businesses diversify, prototypes are developed, 
and new products and markets are explored, workers need to develop 
new skills and technological proficiencies.

Curriculum Assets 
Ensuring the Skills Needed for 
Evolving Manufacturing

118
organizations  

offering classes  
and trainings

STEAM ENGINE USA mapped the 

available curriculum and skills training 

at Rhode Island and New England 

colleges, universities, and other 

community partners. These curriculum 

assets—118 organizations that offer 

classes and trainings —are included in 

the STEAM ENGINE USA Network.
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The final piece of the STEAM ENGINE USA Network includes an asset 
map of the IP assets and enablers within the Rhode Island and regional 
ecosystem. Included in this directory are Manufacturers and Fabricators, 
Research and Development Centers, Technology and Innovation Startups, 
and Capital Sources and Services. 

Additionally, Fourth Economy partner, Innovation Accelerator worked 
with the Rhode Island ecosystem to assess and stimulate the intellectual 
property pipeline. Their efforts resulted in:

Innovation Pipeline 
Mapping the IP Assets

This portion of the STEAM ENGINE USA Network 

is linked to the iBridge Network–an international 

network that works to accelerate ideas to 

products by connecting resources and potential 

on a comprehensive technology platform. 

Through this work, 50 Rhode Island assets are 

now included in the iBridge Network. 50
Rhode Island 
Assets Added 
to the iBridge 
Network

iBridge  
Network

Manufacturers 
and Fabricators

Research and 
Development 

Centers

Technology 
and Innovation 

Startups

Capital Sources 
and Services

55

• Innovation Accelerators met with over 30 RI Stakeholders, including Academic, Government, 

Manufacturing, Startup, Lab, and Investors

• CRADA in place with Newport’s Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) and Commerce RI

• 12 patents presented to Innovation Accelerators from NUWC

• Innovation Accelerators working to develop commercialization opportunities with universities 

and manufacturers: three at Brown University, one at University of Rhode Island, and several 

in the works with DRA manufacturers    
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A major goal of the STEAM ENGINE USA project was to intentionally  
marry two industry sectors with complementary and somewhat 
dependent strengths: industrial design and manufacturing. Piloting 
this work in the State of Rhode Island meant an already well-positioned 
strategic advantage—as these sectors have deep historical roots in the 
economic make-up of the State and remain viable, growing and nimble. 
With phase one funds, STEAM ENGINE USA set out to create a vehicle 
to activate the relationship between design and defense manufacturing 
and set a course for innovation, new business exploration, product 
and market diversification, and workforce talent growth. The result is a 
powerful framework that has brought expert insight to manufacturers 
in Rhode Island.

The Design Readiness Assessment (DRA) is a system developed 
by STEAM ENGINE USA that uses design thinking to assess a 
manufacturers current operations, markets, products and capabilities, 
and reveal opportunities to shift into new areas of diversification and 
advancement. Through deep exploration of the company by a diverse 
team of experts, participating defense manufacturers were delivered 
a high level of strategic thinking and recommendations to address 
challenges, opportunities and actions.

Design Readiness Assessment
For Defense Manufacturers

The DRA

The DRA consists of four key components:

• The Team

• The Design Readiness Level (DRL) Tool

• The Process

• The Recommendations

STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1 STEAM ENGINE USA Final Report – Year 1
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In the STEAM ENGINE USA phase one project, 

this team of experts together spent an average 

of 100 hours per company—expert consulting 

time in a concentrated period. Over time in 

the phase one project, selection of the DRA 

team make up became strategic based on the 

need of the manufacturer client. The process 

of selecting the DRA team was an exercise in 

strategic design thinking in and of itself.

They provide decision makers with a common 

understanding and language with which to discuss 

the relative maturity and attendant risks associated 

with a technology or manufacturing process. In 

developing the DRLs, the STEAM ENGINE USA 

goal was similar: to assess a company’s level of 

preparedness for innovation, diversification, and 

new product and market development, with a 

common language that revealed strengths, needs 

for improvements, and area of opportunities. An 

assessment matrix was created that guides the DRA 

team’s review of each manufacturer. 

The DRLs consist of six overarching categories with 

sub-categories that are used in the assessment. 

Seven unique stages for each category were 

established in the development of the DRLs and mark 

a company’s current standing within that category.

The Design Readiness Levels (DRLs) is modeled after the Technology 
Readiness Levels (TRLs) and Manufacturing Readiness Levels (MRLs). 
TRLs and MRLs are used to assess the maturity of a given component 
or system from a technology or manufacturing perspective. 

The Team The Design Readiness Levels (DRLs)

A diverse mix of subject matter experts are assembled to make up 
the DRA team. Areas of expertise include engineering, design, supply 
chain management, lean manufacturing, business intelligence, 
communications and marketing, finance, exports and international 
trade, and others.
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Financing,
Organizational

Industrial DesignEngineering

Product 
Development

Supply Chain 
Management

Export and 
International Trade

Promotion, 
Marketing, Advertising

Patent, Licensing

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Design Readiness Levels Matrix

Overall Business 
Capabilities

Communications, Sales, & 
Marketing Strategy Criteria

Design and 
Research & 

Development 
Criteria

Infrastructure 
Criteria

Business 
Technology Criteria

Supply Chain 
Criteria

Financial 
Performance

External Business Intelligence/ 
Market Intelligence

Solutions  
Portfolio and Mix

Physical Space/ 
Aesthetics

Information 
Technology

Up Stream 
Dependence

Financial  
Readiness

Marketing Communications 
Strategy and Positioning

Product 
Development

Security
Enterprise 

Applications
Down Stream 
Dependence

Workforce 
Capabilities

Sales Process and Operations
Research & 
Innovation

Equipment

Platform Services, 
Including 

e-Commerce 
Compliance

Acquisition, 
Procurement and 

Fulfillment

Business Strategy 
and Organizational 

Planning
Visual Brand Identity

Design 
Methodologies for 

Manufacturing

Factory  
Automation

Technology 
Readiness  

Cyber-Security

Supply Chain 
Excellence and 

Hybrid Solutions

Organizational 
Culture, 

Teamwork and 
Communications

Export Capacity, Readiness 
and Compliance

Proprietary 
Knowledge 

and Intellectual 
Property (IP)

Environmental 
Sustainability

Standards
Supplier Relations 

Management  
(SRM)

Process and 
Capability Maturity

-- --

Internal Business 
Intelligence/ 
Institutional 
Knowledge

--
Reverse  
Logistics

The DRA is an intensive four step process that follows the STEAM ENGINE 
USA design thinking process. Depending on the availability of both team 
and company, this process runs over the course of 4-6 weeks. 

The Process
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Understand 
Research of company, selection of DRA team. Introduce the company to the DRL tool and process. 

Share information on the company with the team.

Observe 
In person intensive exploration with the company. Information gathering for the DRA team. Senior 

management addresses extensive questions and showcases current state of the company. 

Define 
An internal, DRA team, digestion of information and discussion, coming to consensus on the stage 

of a company in each DRL category.

Ideate 
The DRLs are presented to the company. Designers on the expert team facilitate a design thinking 

brainstorming exercise on three pre-selected areas and ideate next steps.
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During the pilot, this process brought on average 100 hours of expert 
consulting time to each company. Approximately 50 hours of which 
were design thinking brainstorm and idea generation. The final component of the DRA are the recommendations—the 

essential deliverable to the manufacturing client. Here, the client is 
given a comprehensive document that includes the company’s stage 
rankings in the DRL categories and recommendations around areas 
of improvement and opportunities. For the 20 pilot companies, these 
recommendations have included actions like: 

The Recommendations

Develop a business plan 

for a 30-year old company with a 

new CEO looking to branch into 

new directions

Invest in sales,  
marketing and branding 

for a small composites manufacturer 

with ambitious growth objectives

Leverage existing intellectual 
property and capabilities 

including commercialization of a military 

product and designing new applications for 

the company’s high speed thermal presses

While the DRA seemingly ends here, the tool is actually a starting point where companies can 

then engage with experts to implement actions and recommended strategies. The STEAM 

ENGINE USA Network, as explained in other sections of this report, provides access to the 

tools, experts, intellectual property avenues, and curriculum development opportunities for 

companies to take the next steps outlined in the recommendations.
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Expert consulting time

100 hours

50 hours

Brainstorm & idea generation
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For STEAM ENGINE USA, we created this Design Thinking process outline:

The entire STEAM ENGINE USA project infuses design thinking and strategic 
design processes into its tools, services, and offerings. In the pilot phase, 
the DRA has been the place where this has been witnessed most tangibly—
with process steps following the Design Thinking process and a facilitated 
brainstorm session built into the DRA components for idea generation.

Design Thinking 

As the DRA was formed as a strategic business 

evaluation tool, the design thinking process was 

found in the DRA process development. All those 

involved in the DRA were in a design thinking 

process, though the designers on the DRA 

assessment teams took the lead in the ideate phase, 

guiding the selection of three key opportunity areas 

for the company and facilitating the brainstorm 

process around them. 

While design thinking can be used to find actual products a company 
could produce and use to break into new markets and potentially 
expand revenue, it is not limited to this. In fact, design thinking can 
be most powerful when applied within the context of company 
operations, senior management, and systems thinking.
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UNDERSTAND OBSERVE DEFINE IDEATE Validate ideas 
through solution 
testing

Problem Finding Problem Solving

Witness real life 
condition and 

engagement by key 
individuals around 

problem/opportunity, 
ask questions 
to understand 

valuable actions and 
relationships.

Synthesize 
information 

gathered and with 
a fresh viewpoint, 
frame the ultimate 

challenge

Gather information, 
research; fully 
understand the 

problem/opportunity 
at hand.

Generate ideas that 
create solutions to 

the challenge
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The Designer Perspective

Designers are often asked to create a solution before a problem is 
properly defined. While every designer’s goal is to solve a problem, 
what good designers offer is the ability to first explore problem 
finding. Problem finding involves observing, questioning and 
understanding to ensure the right problem has been established. 
Designers lead a thorough exploration of this process - leaving 
possibilities open for long periods of time before diving into 
solutions that may or may not lead to ultimate success and benefit. 
This strategy of properly defining the problem and based in core 
design thinking practices is what leads to a solution with a higher 
likelihood for success. Studies now show that corporations that put 
an emphasis on design as a strategic asset perform significantly 
better than those that do not1. The designer perspective and design 
thinking process are valuable skills in the toolkit for innovation, 
new business development, expansion and change.

The building of this powerful tool happened through a comprehensive, 
inclusive and iterative process. A design thinking exercise in itself, the 
development of the DRA involved establishing each component—often 
concurrently. This pushed the need for clear communications among 
the STEAM ENGINE USA project management team, advisory council 
and many partners, and timely incorporation of changes and iterations.

To develop the DRLs, Fourth Economy Consulting 

(FEC) formed a Technical Advisory Committee 

comprised of experts from Rhode Island Commerce 

Corporation (Commerce RI), Manufacturing Rhode 

Island, Rhode Island Marine Trades Association 

(RIMTA), Southeastern New England Defense 

Industry Alliance (SENEDIA), Polaris MEP, Bryant 

University Chafee Center, Community College of 

Rhode Island, New England Tech, Rhode Island 

College, the University of Rhode Island, and private 

companies. The group met over a period of months 

to define and refine the criteria and stages, sending 

drafts of the DRLs to the STEAM ENGINE USA 

Advisory Council and other partners for feedback 

and continual retooling.

1 Jeneanne Rae, “Good Design Drives Shareholder Value,” Design Management Institute, May 2015.   
  Available from http://www.dmi.org/?page=DesignDrivesValue

Building the DRA 
An Iterative Process 
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STEAM ENGINE USA’s partner network helped to 

identify and invite eligible defense related manufacturing 

companies to participate in the DRA pilot. At the outset 

of the project FEC analyzed data from USA Spending 

and put together an extensive, nearly exhaustive, list 

of eligible defense related manufacturers conducting 

business in Rhode Island. As the DRA was being 

developed, partners at Commerce RI, Manufacturing 

Rhode Island, RIMTA, SENEDIA, Chafee Center and 

Polaris MEP identified defense related manufacturers 

potentially willing to participate in a DRA and able to 

meet the criteria established by the Department of 

Defense program that was funding this initiative. This list 

was cross referenced with the FEC’s list, and members 

of STEAM ENGINE USA’s partner network reached out 

to eligible manufacturers.

At the same time as developing the DRLs, the Technical Advisory Committee 
also worked to develop the DRA Process. Ultimately, the Process was refined 
in real time, first during the “pioneer” stage of the pilot DRAs, and then 
ongoing during the rest of this phase one project. The Technical Advisory 
Committee carried over into the expert assessment team as facilitators and 
subject matter experts. The pilot DRA team was rounded out by others 
recruited through specific industry outreach and a Request for Qualifications.

The STEAM ENGINE USA pilot project included 20 manufacturers 
who underwent a DRA. There were a mix of small, medium and large 
manufacturers with an array of products and services from tooling and 
die to simulation software to materials to radar equipment. In order to 
be eligible a company needed to self-declare that at least 10% of their 
revenue comes from defense and attest to being at risk because of 
actual or projected revenue reductions. 

The Manufacturer Pioneers and Network Builders
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Network Builders 

The final 16 manufacturers comprise the group of Network Builders. Through these DRAs, 

STEAM ENGINE USA continues to refine the subject matter experts in the Network to best 

meet DRA and manufacturer needs. 

Defense related manufacturers have used the DRA as an opportunity for introspection and 

self-evaluation in addition to the external assessment. Participants have engaged members of 

the assessment team through follow up emails. Student Teams have been engaged for long-

term follow-up and assisting to implement recommendations. Participating defense related 

manufacturers’ and service providers’ networks are expanding as a result of the DRA.

Pioneers 

To test the DRA, the STEAM ENGINE USA team decided to invite a handful of manufacturers to 

engage in the process as the Pioneers. Four manufacturers made up this group and committed 

to offering feedback on the process for further refinement. The Pioneers were initially gathered 

to review and discuss the DRA before engaging in the process for general thoughts and insight. 

After each individually going through the DRA, the group was again gathered to hear feedback 

on the experience and resulting insights and recommendations. Based on the Pioneers input 

and internal evaluation of the assessment team, the DRLs and DRA were revised.

Additionally, the DRA tracking document and report was further refined and uploaded to a 

secure shared iCloud form to which each member of the assessment team has access, giving 

an efficient streamlined way to prepare the final report with anywhere from four to seven 

authors and an editor engaged.

Since June 1, 2015, 20 companies have participated in a DRA. All information, 
equipment and processes shared by a company during the DRA are considered 
proprietary and confidential. The following are aggregate indicators of the 
companies that have participated in a DRA from June—November 2015.

The Companies Overall 

20

3,266

Number of Companies

Number of  

Patents Held

$185,100,000

$45,798,469

In Aggregate Revenue

Total U.S. Spending 

Prime Obligated

Total U.S. Spending 

Prime Based Options

Total U.S. Spending  

Sub Obligated

1,013

$70,639,462 $10,308,986

Number of  

Total Employees

12
Companies with ISO 9001 

A/S 9000 Certifications

(2012-2015)

17 RI / 2 CT / 1 MA

(2012-2015) (2012-2015)
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The DRAs offered not only practical tools and recommendations for the 
companies, but also an interesting snapshot into a cross-sector of manufacturing 
companies in Rhode Island and the surrounding states. This snapshot offers some 
meaningful insight on the state of manufacturing today. 

Here are some highlights:

Meaningful Insight from Consultants

The Pros 

• Most companies have a solid revenue base with little to no debt and active credit lines.

• Most are established brands with good reputations.

• Most had a continuing flow of business from a long established set of customer, with  

good relationships.

• While the workforces are limited in size and scope, there is a high degree of experience, 

dedication and professionalism, across the spectrum of skills from labor through to 

engineering, development and management.

• Most have very experienced and dedicated workers, and are looking to hire more people.

• While in most of the companies the manufacturing equipment is old, it is well maintained 

and can still be considered the state of the art for that type of manufacturing. 

The Cons 

• Most companies are focused on increasing sales, but do not have an adequate sales and 

marketing strategy or meaningful market intelligence. Additionally, many websites are out of 

date or even non-existent.

• Very few have systems in place to track profitability on products, for customer relationships 

management, or for general data integration, such as an Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) tool. 

• This may be the result of the low-volume, high-quality, customized manufacturing that 

is prevalent among small RI manufacturers.  The automation used fits the needs of the 

companies.  That said, it still represents an opportunity for improvement.

• Many do not have an established way to mine knowledge within the company over the 

generations—leaving the institutional knowledge at risk of being lost as the company evolves 

and founders pass. 

• While many expressed a desire to create one, most do not possess a strategic business 

plan. Without this, they lack a strategy for new business development, relying on existing 

relationships instead of mining new opportunities.

• Several firms own patents but no longer pay to sustain them, as they are very difficult and 

expensive to defend. Several have patents they would like to license, but do not have the 

knowledge or resources to pursue.
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But perhaps the most striking comment came from a consultant who works 
with manufacturing companies across the U.S., conveying an observation 
around lack of urgency: 

“When touring factories in other parts of the country, I feel a greater sense 

of urgency for growth and change. The companies I visit feel a NEED 

to constantly change and adapt; they re-evaluate their capabilities and 

processes on a much more aggressive time table than what we’ve seen in 

many of our visits in Rhode Island.”

Perhaps one consultant said it best referring to the group as 
“companies at inflection points”.  

Below is a selection of the input STEAM ENGINE USA received from 
those who participated in the DRA pilots:

Positive Feedback from Manufacturers

“We were blown away by the level of resources on the DRA team and the 

knowledge that was shared.”

“Our entire management team could have benefitted from participation. We got 

great results! Light bulbs went on!”

“The DRA provided us with very useful information. We covered a lot of areas 

helpful to our strategy, and the recommendations were on target.”

“We really gained a great deal from our participation in STEAM ENGINE USA and 

the process has helped us to refine our thinking about what we want to work on, 

the role of design, and how to best build the core business for the future.”

“We sincerely appreciate the time and effort your team has put into this review. I 

was very impressed at how much information the team pulled together in such 

a short time. We look forward to leveraging the relationships made and look 

forward to working together with you in the future.”

Most of the companies are struggling to find a viable 

business direction as they realize the old model is in 

the process of decline. These companies are all small 

and well-suited for tactical efficiencies and leadership 

with short run plans, but they lack strategic and 

visionary long run plans that would position well for 

future opportunities. There is an overall stress around 

workforce and transition, with the very real problem 

around an aging workforce and issues attracting the 

next generation. 
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The true positive result of this however is the openness 

of companies as the DRAs continued, creating a 

progressive trajectory and momentum for the project. 

The more the DRA was refined, the more positive 

experience from the participating manufacturers. In 

fact, later companies were more open to the DRA 

team experience. They were ultimately able to secure 

a company’s trust in sharing key details necessary for 

success. The DRA process forced senior management 

to think about their business, creating the time 

and place to do so. The DRLs offered a concise 

yet comprehensive view of the companies and the 

recommendations gave strategic direction for future 

action. In the end, the DRAs created truly valuable 

assessments for the companies through a very 

flexible and powerful tool that helps focus on the real 

opportunities of the future

Building of the DRA continued to evolve throughout the 20 companies. 
With each DRA, the team continued to gain valuable feedback from 
the companies that were incorporated into future iterations of the DRA. 
Over time, the DRA has become much more refined and the process 
smoother—this in itself is a success. Additionally, the DRA team grew and 
evolved in their abilities individually and as a group. The brilliance in the 
diversity among the selected members showed in the caliber of thinking 
and recommendations throughout the process.

Additional Findings

• The DRA team should be comprised of expert 

consultants with specific skill sets that meet the clients 

understood needs.

• No fewer than 4 but no more than 6 experts should be 

asked to attend each client meeting.

• The use of an iCloud collaborative tool that facilitates 

real time updates based on consultant and client 

comments and that tracks the client’s stage evaluations 

accelerates the pace of the DRA and the development 

of expert recommendations.

• Stage assessments of the client in the DRL Categories 

should be “firm” with clear recommendations to achieve 

the next highest level. This allows the team to provide 

an objective review of each area of focus, offering the 

consultant with specific expertise in that area to explain 

the Stage Assessment and recommendations.    

• The Facilitators’ role is a key and important role in this 

DRA. Spending time collecting information on the client 

in advance (both written and through discussion) is 

critical to help prepare the consultants for immediate 

immersion in the clients’ business.  Again, the iCloud 

tool also allows the Facilitators to a expedite gathering 

of consultant input and compile comprehensive and 

concise final recommendations document. 

• The final DRAs in the phase one pilot were tremendously 

improved by ‘acceleration’ techniques. DRAs in phase 

two should follow these improvements, including: 

- Recruit and work to engage and open clients, 

- Include a scribe at each session in the process to 

record all pertinent comments, 

- Expert consultants should lead the discussion of 

their respective areas of the DRLs, concluding with a 

Stage assessment on the spot, and 

- Multiple facilitators should split responsibilities of 

meeting flow and information gathering.  

With these insights, future DRAs should continue to be nimble to adoption of 
improvements to the process, and consider the following to ensure continued success:
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